
RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

REGARDING THE PROPOSED WESTSIDE SUBWAY EXTENSION

ALIGNMENT BENEATH Beverly Hills HIGH SCHOOL

THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS HEREBY RESOLVES

AS FOLLOWS:

Whereas, the City Council of the City of Beverly Hills (the “City Council”) supports
well planned mass transit projects;

Whereas, the Beverly Hills City Council has reviewed the Final Environmental
Impact Report/Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIR/FEIS) of the Los
Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority for the Westside Subway
Extension, including Metro staff’s recommendation for the alignment through the
City of Beverly Hills as well as Metro staff’s proposed adoption of the Constellation
station site in Century City;

Whereas, the City Council has retained geotechnical and other experts to
evaluate the FEIR/FEIS for the purpose of assisting the City Council in evaluating
the various routes and station sites considered by Metro as they relate to the City
of Beverly Hills.

Whereas, these experts have indicated on the record that Metro’s studies, on
which the alignment recommendation is substantially based, are in critical and
significant aspects incomplete, flawed, deficient and/or incorrect.

Whereas, The route of the proposed subway alignment, as proposed in Metro’s
FEIR/FEIS, would run underneath the historic Beverly Hills High School.

Whereas, the City Council has released the Hazard Assessment Study of its expert
consultant Exponent, who concluded that the proposed Constellation station faces
potential methane gas hazards not adequately considered by Metro in its
environmental analysis and that Metro did not adequately identify, quantify, rank



and mitigate the potential hazards posed by the proposed Westside Subway
Extension Project;

Whereas, there are numerous unresolved issues and inconsistencies in the
scientific data in Metro’s analysis of the various station locations in addition to the
proposed subway alignment;

Whereas, Metro’s proposals do not provide Beverly Hills and other Westside
residents with adequate access to the subway;

Whereas, Metro continues to refuse to conduct comprehensive seismic fault line
testing, including trenching along the West Beverly Hills Lineament at Santa
Monica Boulevard, to determine the presence of active faults along Santa
Monica Boulevard near Century Park East; and

Whereas, the perception is such that Metro’s dealings with the City of Beverly
Hills as it relates to the proposed tunneling under Beverly Hills High School were
not made in goodfaith.

Now Therefore, based upon the City Council’s evaluation of the above factors
and the issues related to the proposed route of the Westside Subway Extension
through the City of Beverly Hills, the City Council resolves as follows:

The City Council hereby does not support and strongly opposes Metro
Staff’s recommendation in the FEIR/FEIS of the Westside Subway Extension Project
with specific reference to the proposed tunnel alignment beneath our historic
Beverly Hills High School, and the selection of the Century City Station at
Constellation Avenue. The City Council will take such steps to implement its
opposition as circumstances warrant.

Dated: April 25, 2012 ______________________________

Mayor, City Council of the City of
Beverly Hills


